
Fully integrated solution 
for global and regional OTA 
distribution

Channel Connect simplifies and automates distribution to 

600+ global and regional OTAs and long tail distributors. 

Combined with built-in dynamic rate and availability 

recommendations that increase hotels’ RevPAR and 

GOPPAR, it enables hotels to achieve over 20% production 

growth over other channel managers. 

With Channel Connect, hoteliers can:

  » Quickly update rates and restrictions for a day or across  
a date range

  » Activate new channels faster or update live channels 
quickly as needed

  » Reduce labor/time on property with a fully integrated 
system that feeds ARI to the OTAs in real-time, and 
delivers reservations directly to your hotel PMS 

  » Decrease the rate parity issues to drive more bookings 

  » Lower risk of overbookings resulting in a better guest 
experience

SynXis ® Channel Connect
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CRS as the system of record
Simplify distribution and ensure parity with SynXis CR 
as the single system of record for availability, rates, 
and inventory. Update rates and inventory quickly 
across channels, for a single date or a date range. 
Manage all channels (OTA, GDS, BE, VA) via single 
intuitive interface.

Certified API connections
Maximize OTA reach with certified API connections 
to 600+ OTA channels including most key global and 
regional OTAs. Support push model like on most 
traditional channel managers, as well as pull and 
hybrid models.

Advanced revenue strategies 
Support advanced pricing, packaging, and inventory 
capabilities such as LOS Pricing, dynamic packages, 
loyalty program, and predictive inventory, which other 
channel managers typically do not support.
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For more information on SynXis Channel Connect, contact your Sabre Hospitality Solutions 
Account Manager or email us at shsSalesRequest@sabre.com
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Optimize overall RevPAR and GOPAR by 

enforcing restrictions and revenue management 

strategies across indirect distribution channels 

Gain operational efficiencies with self-serve 

channel activation and management via the OTA 

Channel Activation and Management Wizard 

Maximize exposure of your hotels to target 

markets via robust and secure connections to a 

broad set of global and regional travel sites 

Ensure rate and availability parity by leveraging 

the SynXis platform as a single system of record 

to manage and automate online distribution

 600+
channels

20%+
production growth over  
other channel managers

 100% 
certified  

connections

“The ability to load promotions for Booking.com in 
SynXis CR is excellent. The fact that you can see all the 
promotions in SynXis CR, even if you loaded them in 
Booking.com, is very good. This saves us considerable 
time in searching. I am excited to see what further 
enhancements will be made!”

– Adrian Thompson  
National Revenue & Distribution Manager, Meriton Suites 
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